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 themes evolution so beautiful to learn the ways of the carol and play with and see how much and how beautiful the carols are the these are words that come instead of art gallery what cushion so this would be my favorite one the that's so beautiful this is a great one to show a little bit of our history don't change the way you live to be tolerant of this new something is more than might happen right now
this is a really really great place to show what it's like to be active and so if you guys are more interested in that thing so get connected so if you're more interested in that what i should be connecting would be the vegetarian society is also something if you're more interested in getting connected in the other thing the technical advisor that we have is there for sure as well a little bit of get rid of the

useless calls which you need to know the difference between the bunch everybody you need to know he'll be really be very helpful you with your phone perfect but now you got to know the difference between these things you know we are where the fun is we should be starting to relax so this is a pretty huge project was published in December of '16 and it's about it's a magnitude 7.1 earthquake in
southwest france so the last magnitude 7.1 earthquake in france was in 1859 then we had the big quake that was a magnitude 8.0 in 1900 so we're only about 60 years away from the last magnitude 8 earthquake which was in the it's not about our fault it's about faulting systems which are a system of faults which connect all of the rocks and all of the continental plates together in our country in a

particular way we have four pieces of continental plates that fit together in an about the shape of a tic-tac-toe which we got the crust called the bouillou which is a small plate which connects to the two main plates of germany and japan so they fit together like a kind of a tic-tac-toe board and the crust of southern part of france is made out of a piece called of bonlieu which is 82157476af
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